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Available for the first time in an American edition, this debut cookbook, from bestselling authors Yotam Ottolenghi and
Sami Tamimi of Plenty and Jerusalem, features 140 recipes culled from the popular Ottolenghi restaurants and inspired
by the diverse culinary traditions of the Mediterranean. Yotam Ottolenghi’s four eponymous restaurants—each a
patisserie, deli, restaurant, and bakery rolled into one—are among London’s most popular culinary destinations. Now
available for the first time in an American edition and updated with US measurements throughout, this debut cookbook
from the celebrated, bestselling authors of Jerusalem and Plenty features 140 recipes culled from the popular Ottolenghi
restaurants and inspired by the diverse culinary traditions of the Mediterranean. The recipes reflect the authors’
upbringings in Jerusalem yet also incorporate culinary traditions from California, Italy, and North Africa, among others.
Featuring abundant produce and numerous fish and meat dishes, as well as Ottolenghi’s famed cakes and breads,
Ottolenghi invites you into a world of inventive flavors and fresh, vibrant cooking.
Grandma Gina's debut cookbook featuring recipes demonstrated on her YouTube channel, "Buon-A-Petitti". These
recipes reflect Italian homestyle cooking of many cooking-staples, soups, main courses, and side dishes, along with
cakes, cookies, and treats. All made from scratch! Recipes have detailed steps using easy to find ingredients. Some of
the recipe portions have been reduced from the video demonstrations to make them easier to replicate. If you like Italian
food, this is a cookbook you must have. As Gina says, "You wanna eat, you gotta cook!"
Greece: The Cookbook is the definitive work on the rich and fascinating cooking of modern Greece. Greece: The
Cookbook is the first truly comprehensive bible of Greek food in English. Rapidly increasing in popularity, Greek food is
simple to prepare, healthy and delicious, and, more than most other cuisines, bears all the hallmarks of the rich cultural
history of the land and sea from which it is drawn. It is the original Mediterranean cuisine, where olive oil, bread, wine,
figs, grapes and cheese have been staples since the beginnings of Western civilization. With hundreds of simple recipes
by Vefa Alexiadou, the authoritative grand dame of Greek cookery, the book also includes information on regional
specialities, local ingredients and the religious and historical significance of the dishes, and is illustrated with 230 colour
photographs. Greece: The Cookbook is the definitive work on the rich and fascinating cooking of modern Greece.
French cuisine for today's kitchens. An evocative, intimate food monograph by the duo behind one of the most acclaimed
restaurant collections in France - the Michelin starred restaurant group that has moved French cuisine from the ceremony
and grandeur of haute cuisine to a lighter, fresher, more approachable style of cooking This much-anticipated debut book
celebrates ten years of chef Bertrand Grébaut and partner Théophile Pourriat's success. Its highly inspiring recipes
demonstrate how they have moved French cuisine away from the ceremony and grandeur of haute cuisine. By
introducing an air of simplicity and modernity to their cooking, they gained a legion of admirers, not only for their muchpraised Parisian restaurant Septime but for their work in all four of their premises featured in the book. With a preface by
acclaimed chef Alain Passard and natural winemaker Thierry Puzelat.
An ode to Armenian food and culture, and the UNESCO-recognized bread of Armenia, Lavash. This cookbook not only
reveals how to make the ubiquitous and doable flatbread lavash, the UNESCO-recognized bread of Armenia, but also
shares 60+ recipes of what to eat with it, from soups and salads to hearty stews paired with lots of fresh herbs. Stunning
photography and essays provide an insider's look at Armenia, a small but fascinating country comprising dramatic
mountains, sun-drenched fields, and welcoming people. With influences from the Middle East and the Mediterranean as
well as from Russia, the food of Armenia is the next cuisine to explore for people who want to dig deeper into the
traditions formed at the crossroads between the East and West. Fans of cookbook best sellers like Yotam Ottolenghi's
Jerusalem and Ottolenghi will love exploring the Mediterranean, Middle Eastern, and Russian influences in Lavash. • For
both armchair travelers and home cooks, this recipe book is as enticing in the reading as its recipes are to the palate •
With growing interest in fermentation and the medical benefits of a Mediterranean diet, Armenian food offers a new take
on healthy cookbooks and cooking.
Sourdough is a traditional style of bread that is both healthy and delicious, making it a favourite with artisan bakers. The
unique tastes and texture of sourdough takes patience, forethought and love to create, and its rise in popularity is
indicative of a greater shift towards a more mindful, considered way of living. Sourdough brings you all you need to know
about baking the bread at home and includes 15 extensive and clear step-by-step recipes using a variety of grains. From
making your own starter yeast to how to use different flours, Norwegian bakers Casper and Martin's approach is basic
and rustic, just like sourdough itself.
« François Perret is a magician of taste. [His] madeleine . . . is a masterpiece. » — Pierre Hermé What happens when
François Perret — the world-renowned pastry chef at the Ritz Paris — leaves behind his state-of-the-art kitchen to compete
in a Los Angeles food truck competition ? Trading in his chef’s toque for a baseball cap, chef Perret roamed central
California in his food truck, sampling fresh produce and culinary specialties with local growers and chefs. His encounters
inspired him to reinterpret American classic recipes including s’mores, tacos, donuts, and cookies. His experience,
seemingly an inversion of the Ratatouille story, culminates into the perfect fusion of French pastry technique and the
sunny flavors of California. Chef François Perret first shared his adventures in the Netflix series The Chef in a Truck, and
this volume — part travel journal, part recipe book — recounts his unique culinary journey. It shows readers once again that
food is truly a shared international language that builds bridges across cultures.
50 recipes for canapes, toast and appetizers. With Friends or for parties, 50 recipes to start your meal.
"Every Georgian dish is a poem."—Alexander Pushkin According to Georgian legend, God took a supper break while creating the world. He
became so involved with his meal that he inadvertently tripped over the high peaks of the Caucasus, spilling his food onto the land below.
The land blessed by Heaven's table scraps was Georgia. Nestled in the Caucasus mountain range between the Black and Caspian seas, the
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Republic of Georgia is as beautiful as it is bountiful. The unique geography of the land, which includes both alpine and subtropical zones, has
created an enviable culinary tradition. In The Georgian Feast, Darra Goldstein explores the rich and robust culture of Georgia and offers a
variety of tempting recipes. The book opens with a fifty-page description of the culture and food of Georgia. Next are over one hundred
recipes, often accompanied by notes on the history of the dish. Holiday menus, a glossary of Georgian culinary terms, and an annotated
bibliography round out the volume.
Votre robot Thermomix® est le parfait allié pour répondre à tous les challenges du quotidien, y compris réduire votre consommation de
viande et de poisson ! Grâce à ces 50 recettes qui vous orienteront vers une cuisine plus végétale (et pour autant très gourmande !),
découvrez qu’il existe de nombreux moyens de réduire au quotidien les protéines animales, sans pour autant les supprimer totalement de
votre alimentation. Retrouvez le plaisir des bons petits plats faits maison presque veggies : gratin de polenta à la sauce tomate, poivron et
dinde, riz cantonais, frittata aux petits pois, saumon et citron... ainsi qu’une sélection de recettes 100 % végétariennes ! Une mine de
conseils et d’informations pour apprendre à consommer moins de viande et moins de poisson ! 50 recettes conçues sur-mesure pour vous
régaler en faisant la part belle aux légumes !
"A comprehensive and beautiful reference focusing on French baking, written by award-winning Pastry Chef Philippe Urraca. Contains stepby-step accessible instructions for the creation of these wonderful pastries. wonderful pastries. wonderful pastries. wonderful pastries. Book
for amateur and professional bakers alike."--Amazon.com
From éclairs to soufflés and macaroons to madeleines, when it comes to desserts, no one does it better than the French. Beautiful, elegant
and delicious, French desserts are easy to create at home as only a few basic recipes are needed to make some of the world's most
renowned cakes and tarts. The Art of French Baking is the definitive collection of authentic French pastry and dessert recipes. From Tarte
Tatin and Hazelnut Petit Fours to Cherry Tartlets and Choux Buns, it contains more than 350 simple recipes that anyone can follow at home.
The book also includes details of basic equipment and techniques and information on how to troubleshoot common baking problems. Along
with beautiful photographs and illustrations throughout, The Art of French Baking is an inspiring collection to celebrate the sweet tastes of
France. The book was translated and edited by Parisian home cook, Clotilde Dusoulier, of the famed food blog chocolateandzucchini.com.
Recipes and stories to learn all about Japan's food culture. Recipes, anecdotes, histories and stories, maps, techniques, stylings, utensils,
native ingredients -- this is a colorful invitation to discover the look and aromas and flavors of Japan. How to make sushi? What is the
traditional method of making miso soup? How do you make a full Japanese meal? What are the most frequently cooked dishes in the
izakaya? How do you garnish and pack a bento box? Here are the answers in a charmingly, and beautifully, illustrated paperback book. From
how to use Japanese knives, chopsticks and cooking vessels, to familiar and unusual seafood (and seaweed!), Japanese vegetables, fruits
and soy, the illustrations are clear, atmospheric and empowering. The text runs from ingredients and places to buy them, to simple dishes
and whole meals. The design is really fun, and this is a handbook every cook will want to own -- or give to friends and family.
In a cookbook based on her popular blog, ChocolateandZucchini.com, a young Parisian shares her cooking philosophy with a collection of
more than seventy-five recipes that emphasize natural, healthy ingredients, along with favorite cravings including chocolate, in such dishes as
Cumin Cheese Puffs, Tomato Tatin, Mustard Chicken Stew, and Yogurt Cake. Original. 25,000 first printing.
Star de la cuisine, votre robot Thermomix® est le parfait allié pour répondre à toutes les situations du quotidien ! Laissez-vous guider sans
stress et partez à la découverte de 120 nouvelles recettes inédites, faciles, variées et conçues sur-mesure, avec une classification par type
d’ingrédient ultra-pratique. Vous avez des blancs de poulet dans votre réfrigérateur ? Réalisez des nuggets de poulet et purée de patates
douces ou un poulet au lait de coco et des nouilles sautées aux légumes. Des courgettes ? Transformez-les en petits beignets de courgettes
comme des acras ou bien en gratin de courgettes au curry. Faciles et rapides à préparer, ce sont les recettes idéales pour allier bonne
cuisine et gourmandise ! Recettes compatibles avec les Thermomix® TM31, TM5 et TM6. Des pages thématiques pour vous inspirer et
repérer vos recettes préférées ! Des recettes gourmandes et légères, classées par ingrédient !
Be well. Make it wholesome with your thermo device. Whole Food Thermo Cooked is the essential healthy cookbook companion to your
thermo appliance - a collection of 140+ delicious whole food recipes to suit every occasion, from making your own nut milks to creating a
dinner for a crowd. Thermo appliances have a devoted following all round the world. They re almost like having an extra set of hands in the
kitchen. And now you can combine the convenience of thermo cooking with nutritious whole foods for your family every day. Replace storebought preservative-laden staples with basics made from scratch in seconds. Then be inspired by recipes for dozens of soups, delicious
mains, simple sides and wholesome sweets and drinks that will please even the fussiest of palates. Whole Food Thermo Cooked helps you
get back to basics, making it easy to feed your family well.

NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • A week-by-week guide to quitting sugar to lose weight, boost energy, and improve your
mood and overall health, with 108 sugarfree recipes. “Life without sugar is much sweeter than I ever imagined it would
be.”—Shauna Ahern, Gluten-Free Girl Sarah Wilson thought of herself as a relatively healthy eater. She didn’t realize how much
sugar was hidden in her diet, or how much it was affecting her well-being. When she learned that her sugar consumption could be
the source of a lifetime of mood swings, fluctuating weight, sleep problems, and thyroid disease, she knew she had to make a
change. What started as an experiment to eliminate sugar—both the obvious and the hidden kinds—soon became a way of life, and
now Sarah shows you how you can quit sugar too: • Follow a flexible and very doable 8-week plan. • Overcome cravings. • Make
food you’re excited to eat with these 108 recipes for detox meals, savory snacks, and sweet treats from Sarah Wilson and
contributors including Gwyneth Paltrow, Curtis Stone, Dr. Robert Lustig (The Fat Chance Cookbook), Sarma Melngailis (Raw
Food/Real World), Joe “the Juicer” Cross, and Angela Liddon (Oh She Glows). I Quit Sugar makes it easy to kick the habit for
good, lose weight, and feel better than ever before. When you are nourished with delicious meals and treats, you won’t miss the
sugar for an instant.
Discover your favorite character’s favorite desserts! From Hobbits to Willy Wonka, from Nostradamus to Ghostbusters, from Harry
Potter to Merlin, wizards and fantastic creatures alike like to put a little sweetness in their daily lives. There are bites to snack and
share, charming cookies and cakes, and divine desserts that are full of mystery! Discover all their wonderful recipes, including:
Butterbeer (Harry Potter) Paige’s pecan tartlets (Charmed) Gingerbread men (Shrek) Energy spheres from Dungeons and
Dragons Peculiar’s eyes (Miss Peregrine’s Home for Peculiar Children movie) Lucy Pevensie’s magic cordial (The Chronicles of
Narnia) Bilbo’s 111th birthday cake (The Lord of the Rings) Queenie Goldstein’s strudel (Fantastic Beasts and Where to Find
Them) And many, many more! Whether you are a beginner wizard or a confirmed alchemist, you will see, dessert is fantastic!
The definitive and most comprehensive cookbook of traditional and authentic home cooking vegan dishes from 150 countries
around the world."—Vegan Magazine With nearly 500 vegetable-driven recipes, Vegan: The Cookbook, inspired by cuisines around
the work, brings vegan home cooking to new levels of deliciousness.Featuring dishes from countries ranging from Albania to
Zambia, it showcases the culinary diversity of vegan cuisine, highlighting regional fruits and vegetables, traditional cooking
techniques, and universally delectable flavours. Home cooks will discover sweet and savoury starters, soups, salads, mains, and
desserts for all to enjoy, accompanied by straightforward instructions and gorgeous colour photography.
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The definitive, home cooking recipe collection from one of the most respected and beloved culinary cultures Japan: The Cookbook
has more than 400 sumptuous recipes by acclaimed food writer Nancy Singleton Hachisu. The iconic and regional traditions of
Japan are organized by course and contain insightful notes alongside the recipes. The dishes - soups, noodles, rices, pickles, onepots, sweets, and vegetables - are simple and elegant.
The Valrhona cooking school presents everything the amateur or professional baker needs to learn about cooking with chocolate.
One hundred fundamental techniques and more than a hundred recipes are explained with step-by-step photographs and clear
instructions. Home chefs will learn chocolate basics (tempering, ganaches,pralines), baker’s secrets (marbling, faultless cake
crusts, beating egg whites), and how to make candy fillings, decorations, doughs, cream and mousse bases, ice creams and
sorbets, and sauces. Bakers can refer back to these building blocks as they progress with an increasing level of expertise through
recipes from icing and cookie dough to macaroons and impressive mounted desserts. Recipes include the great classics (Black
Forest cake, profiteroles), tarts and tartlets (chocolate-pear, nut caramel), shared delights, teatime treats (chocolate-vanilla
waffles, brownies), iced desserts (chocolate cappuccino parfait, raspberry meringue with hot chocolate sauce), special-occasion
splurges (dark chocolate fondue, hazelnut-praline Yule log), candies and confections (truffles, lollipops, chocolate-covered
cherries), and savory dishes using chocolate. Visual dictionaries of basic equipment and commonly used ingredients, tips for
conserving chocolate,a guide to cocoa content, a glossary, and detailed indexes complete the volume.
In Wenger: My Life and Lessons in Red and White, world-renowned and revolutionary soccer coach Arsène Wenger finally tells his
own story for the very first time. Wenger opens up about his life, sharing principles for success on and off the field with lessons on
leadership, personal development, and management. This book charts his extraordinary career, including his rise from obscurity in
France and Japan to his 22 years at the helm of Arsenal Football Club. • Covers the years of controversy that led up to his
resignation in 2018 and his current seat as chief of global football development for FIFA • Wenger offers studious reflections on
the game and his groundbreaking approach to motivation, mindset, fitness, and the winning edge. •He popularized the attacking
approach and belief that the game should be entertaining. • Includes full-color photo insert. Among the most successful managers
of all time, Wenger, affectionately nicknamed "the professor," has won multiple championships and run one undefeated and
unmatched English Premier League season. This is a must-read for Arsenal fans, soccer fans, athletes, trainers, business leaders,
and anyone seeking the tools for success in work and life. The story of one of the most revered and successful coaches—and his
tactics and vision—in the world's largest sport • Makes a great book for diehard soccer fans around the world • You'll love this book
if you love books like Alex Ferguson: My Biography by Alex Ferguson, Beckham: Both Feet on the Ground: An Autobiography by
David Beckham and Tom Watt, and Eleven Rings: The Soul of Success by Phil Jackson and Hugh Delehanty. Digital audio edition
read by the author.
A selection of nature-themed activities for outdoor-savvy girls shares practical guidelines for honing such skills as identifying
seasonal produce, weaving baskets and gearing up for hiking and camping trips.
Turn your kitchen into a winter wonderland with Gingerbread Wonderland. With recipes ranging from simple gingerbread men and
women to more detailed scenes such as houses and a carousel, Mima Sinclair's new cookbook is suitable for the whole family. It's
packed with fun gingerbread biscuits, sticky gingerbread cakes, plus handy tips on how to avoid mistakes, making templates,
cutting perfect lines and more. As well as the traditional Christmas favourites such as a Hansel & Gretel House, there are
contemporary creations such as Mini CoffeeCup Houses, Glass Pressed Cookies and a 3D Christmas Tree. Make perfect treats to
slip into lunch boxes, serve up to friends at tea, give as gifts or show off as your holiday centrepiece.

The definitive cookbook bible of the world’s most popular and oldest cuisine In the tradition of bestsellers including
Mexico and The Nordic Cookbook comes the next title in the multimillion-selling national cuisine series, China: The
Cookbook. Featuring more than 650 recipes for delicious and authentic Chinese dishes for the home kitchen, this
impressive and authoritative book showcases the culinary diversity of the world’s richest and oldest cuisines with recipes
from the eight major regions and numerous minor regions. China: The Cookbook celebrates popular staples such as
Sweet and Sour Spare Ribs and Dim Sum, as well as lesser-known regional classics like Fujian Fried Rice and
Jiangsu’s Drunken Chicken, and features additional selected recipes from star chefs from around the world.
From the authors of the bestselling and genre-defining cocktail book Death & Co, Cocktail Codex is a comprehensive
primer on the craft of mixing drinks that employs the authors’ unique “root cocktails” approach to give drink-makers of
every level the tools to understand, execute, and improvise both classic and original cocktails. JAMES BEARD AWARD
WINNER • WINNER OF THE TALES OF THE COCKTAIL SPIRITED AWARD® FOR BEST NEW COCKTAIL OR
BARTENDING BOOK • NAMED ONE OF THE BEST COOKBOOKS OF THE YEAR BY CHICAGO TRIBUNE “There
are only six cocktails.” So say Alex Day, Nick Fauchald, and David Kaplan, the visionaries behind the seminal craft
cocktail bar Death & Co. In Cocktail Codex, these experts reveal for the first time their surprisingly simple approach to
mastering cocktails: the “root recipes,” six easily identifiable (and memorizable!) templates that encompass all cocktails:
the old-fashioned, martini, daiquiri, sidecar, whisky highball, and flip. Once you understand the hows and whys of each
“family,” you'll understand why some cocktails work and others don't, when to shake and when to stir, what you can omit
and what you can substitute when you're missing ingredients, why you like the drinks you do, and what sorts of drinks
you should turn to—or invent—if you want to try something new. Praise for Cocktail Codex “Learn the template, and any
cocktail you can think of is within reach.”—Food & Wine “Too bad all college textbooks weren’t this much fun.”—Garden
& Gun “A must for amateur and pro mixologists alike.”—Chicago Tribune “If Dora the Explorer turned twenty-one, split
herself into three people, and decided to write the Magna Carta of booze books, this would be the result. And, unlike
every other book you’ll read this year, Cocktail Codex is packed with actual knowledge you can use in the real world.
Please, please, can Cinema Codex be next?”—Steven Soderbergh, filmmaker
Health Care Administration: Managing Organized Delivery Systems, Fifth Edition provides graduate and pre-professional
students with a comprehensive, detailed overview of the numerous facets of the modern healthcare system, focusing on
functions and operations at both the corporate and hospital level. The Fifth Edition of this authoritative text comprises
several new subjects, including new chapters on patient safety and ambulatory care center design and planning. Other
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updated topics include healthcare information systems, management of nursing systems, labor and employment law, and
financial management, as well discussions on current healthcare policy in the United States. Health Care Administration:
Managing Organized Delivery Systems, Fifth Edition continues to be one of the most effective teaching texts in the field,
addressing operational, technical and organizational matters along with the day-to-day responsibilities of hospital
administrators. Broad in scope, this essential text has now evolved to offer the most up-to-date, comprehensive treatment
of the organizational functions of today's complex and ever-changing healthcare delivery system.
This elegant guide to 100 cocktails, from classic to trendy, is a must-have—especially for those in search of a wide range
of easy-to-perfect recipes. Choose from Happy Hour favorites like the Americano and Mojito; Anytime concoctions (the
Gin Fizz, Tequila Sunrise); After Dinner delights, including the Caipiroska; and Cool Drinks. Beautifully photographed,
and with cocktail history, tips, and hints, it has everything a would-be bartender needs.
The reality show star shares anecdotal recommendations for throwing a Hollywood party on a budget, covering
everything from selecting a theme and honoring special occasions to including children and incorporating personal
details.
Cooking in Batches frees up your time for the rest of the week! Keep all you Batch Cooking recipes here in this 8.5 x 11"
recipe book. It has 100 blank recipe pages each with: a recipe title section, an ingredients section, and an instructions
section. Batch cooking has never been easier or more organized!
Beloved À la Mère de Famille confectioneries are a venerable Parisian institution. This, their first cookbook after more
than 250 years in business, is as tempting and gorgeous as the shop's bewitching displays. With the edges of the book
dyed a brilliant orange and a cover featuring an enchanting candy-shop window and richly embossed lettering, this is one
of the most beautiful cookbooks you've ever seen. Inside, each of the 95 recipes for classic confections has been lovingly
photographed. For the home candymaker always looking for new and better formulas—and for bakers of all skill
levels—this is a complete collection of recipes for À la Mère de Famille favorites, from cakes to marshmallows to ice
creams and more.
Larousse Patisserie and Baking is the complete guide from the authoritative French cookery brand Larousse. It covers all
aspects of baking - from simple everyday cakes and desserts to special occasion show-stoppers. There are more than
200 recipes included, with everything from a quick-mix yoghurt cake to salted caramel tarts and a spectacular mixed
berry millefeuille. Special features on baking for children, lighter recipes and quick bakes, among many others, provide a
wealth of ideas. More than 30 extremely detailed step-by-step technique sections ensure your bakes are perfect every
time. The book also includes workshops on perfecting different types of pastry, handling chocolate, cooking jam and
much more, demonstrated in clear, expert photography. This is everything you need to know about pastry, patisserie and
baking from the cookery experts Larousse.
Advanced techniques for working with chocolate.
Coloring like you haven't seen it before Welcome to the wild world of Extreme Coloring. An amazing coloring book challenge featuring the
super-detailed animal images from artist Kerby Rosanes. Known for his popular Sketchy Stories blog, Kerby works in intricately detailed black
and white line to create creatures, characters, patterns, and tiny elements to form compositions of mind-boggling complexity. Bring your
creativity to complete the breath-taking drawings and find hidden treasures and creatures scattered throughout its pages.
40 easy-but-innovative recipes that celebrate and elevate the beloved dumpling. Shumai, gyoza, mandu, komber, pierogis: a dumpling by any
other name would taste as comforting. The original comfort food in every culture, the humble dumpling takes center stage in this full-color
cookbook. Author Liz Crain offers up beloved staples like Chinese soup dumplings, Japanese gyoza, and Eastern European pierogi with
easy, step-by-step instructions for dumpling skins and fillings. There are also many regional twists on dumplings, with innovative fillings,
dumpling doughs, and dipping sauces. Taste the love with Cincinnati Chili; Shrimp & Grits; Nettle & Caramelized Onions; and Bananas
Foster Dumplings.
Votre robot Thermomix® est le parfait allié du quotidien, y compris pour cuisiner avec les enfants ! Découvrez 50 recettes accessibles aux
petits comme aux grands, et de nombreuses idées pour vous amuser en cuisine en famille ! Sortez le tablier et faites place, c’est le moment
de laisser les petits chefs s’exprimer : cookie des géants, sunday au caramel, monster burgers... laissez-les choisir leurs recettes préférées !
Une mine de conseils et d’informations pour aider les enfants dans leurs premiers pas en cuisine ! 50 recettes conçues sur-mesure pour les
amuser et les régaler ! Recettes compatibles avec les Thermomix TM31, TM5 et TM6.
More than 200 delicious classic and contemporary Italian vegetarian recipes from the acclaimed Silver Spoon kitchen The latest title to join
Phaidon's Silver Spoon library features more than 200 recipes for Italian vegetarian dishes, with a particular emphasis on healthy meat-free
options for appetizers, main dishes, salads, sides, and desserts. Recipes range from classic dishes that are traditionally vegetarian to
contemporary dishes that introduce ingredients borrowed from outside Italy's culinary culture. The book is easy to navigate, thanks to its
recipe icons, while gorgeous specially commissioned photographs bring its delicious dishes to life.
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